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FFoorwrwarardd

Most people who enter the real estate industry wash out in the first three years.

Those who make it usually possess strong people skills, technical savvy, and tenacity

(translation: they want to win!). When I observed some of these qualities in Roy Mann

early in his career, albeit still unformed for real estate, I naturally took him under my

wing and I’ve enjoyed watching him grow.

Roy is connected to and respected by a broad spectrum of leaders, and he has

many stories of bringing people together. For example, my wife, Lynne, and I have

always admired Native American culture and art. When Roy discovered our interest,

he took us to the Treaty Day observance on the Swinomish Reservation. There, in the

Swinomish longhouse, we were treated to a salmon meal and a firsthand glimpse at

Coast Salish culture, some great memories, and a better insight into the culture.

As a former Boeing engineer, I’ve always enjoyed delving into the technical aspects

of things. I recall one time formulating a fair market analysis with Roy to help one of

his clients decide whether or not to exercise a Right of First Refusal to purchase a

building. He later translated some of that front end pro bono work into one of the best

known deals in Seattle’s South Lake Union. He also nicknamed me “parametric man”,

equal parts teasing and compliment, and a measure of his ability to recognize the gifts

in others and leverage them

to create great outcomes for his clients—a theme referred to in this e-book as

the people-oriented developer. His professional experience and training together

with his personal interactions with many icons of the industry in Seattle give Roy

an edge up in the advisory process.

Finally, in real estate you have to have a burning desire to win. For many years,

we hosted a triathlon at our home on Lake Sammamish, east of Seattle. I recall

inviting Roy to participate in 2005 and he finished “middle of the pack”. But he got

the bug, studied the winning times, worked at it for a year, and came back and won

the following year.

What I think you’ll find in the following treatise is a thoughtful articulation of

the real estate process and a formula for success that will entertain with the hard

and soft skills required. It’s a piece that will attract like-minded leaders to Roy

Street Group, give clients the comfort knowing that they are getting a professional

services provider focused on continuous improvement, and inspire others to do

well in their own location and context and with a broad array of support resources.

Steve Storrar
First Vice President
C.B. Richard Ellis
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PREFPREFAACECE
A Journal and a Golden Microphone

When I started out on the journey to start my own firm, Roy Street Group, my friend

Scott Bedbury, the brand guru who launched Nike's iconic "Just Do It" and helped

reposition Starbucks, suggested that writing an e-book would be a good way to set

the direction for my new firm and to establish the company as a thought leader in real

estate. The notion went dormant until several months later, when I had a dream in

which Matt Griffin handed me a journal and a golden microphone—a symbolic appeal

to reflect on my experiences and speak about them.

In remembering my conversation with Scott, I recalled his suggestion and also

his encouragement to consider the net experience for the client. So I've had to ask

myself, "Is Roy Street Group a consultant and deal maker, or, a high level project

manager and developer?" In this narrative, I've attempted to shine a light on some

of the leaders and the companies who have inspired me and whose example helped

shape my thinking about Roy Street Group. In this way, I hope to answer this question

as well as demonstrate what clients, colleagues, and friends can expect to encounter

when they come to Roy Street Group.
Mt. Hood, Portland. Photo credit: Mary Daly
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PrPrefefacacee

I have never been entirely comfortable with the word "broker", as the term

is suggestive of one who is more driven by self-interest than by the interests of

others. Yet when practiced well, with an undivided eye to the client's best interests, the

term is worthy of its better connotations—confidante, trusted advisor, strategist, thought

leader, implementer, etc. I have been heartened by the example of many in my industry

who put an absolute focus on the client's needs, consistently do the right thing, and

deliver great results—Jane Blair, Ed Curtis, Steve Storrar, and Art Wahl.

The Socratic maxim to "Know Thyself" is indispensable for life and work, and

something that we can always be refreshing and improving upon. I recently took

Strengths’ Finder [1] aptitude test and I was surprised and bemused by the attribute

topping the list of my five core strengths—developer!

At first glance, I interpreted it through the lens of a real estate professional, imagining

a developer of buildings. But then I read the description and discovered a deeper,

richer meaning: Developers are people who are especially talented at recognizing and

cultivating the potential in others. They spot the signs of each small improvement and

derive satisfaction from these improvements.

As this applies to real estate, developers are coordinators of activities that convert

ideas on paper into real property [2]. Being a real estate developer does not mean that

you are a jack-of-all-trades, but rather that you are humble enough to admit that you

don't have all the answers and smart enough to team up with subject matter experts

who do.

With equal measures of business savvy, professional excellence, and social

engagement, Roy Street Group is and will be a developer in the broader sense of

city building, celebrating the contributions of others, and bringing people together in

ways that serve the public interest—all day long! And herein lies one of the points in

which Roy Street Group differentiates itself; we are more of a creative dealmaker, and

a consummate connecter, than a high-level project management firm.

In closing, I wish to thank the many folks who cooperated and contributed to the

writing of this e-book, particularly Mary Daly, my MBA intern from the University of

Notre Dame, who poured her heart into this book project, acting as a sounding board,

an editor-in-chief, and, at times, a fellow author. In Howard Schultz's book Pour Your

Heart Into It, he marvels over how the right people came along at the right time. I share

that sentiment especially when I think of the talent and generosity of Mary and all those

who came my way while crafting this e-book.

Roy Mann
Founding Director
Roy Street Group

Seattle, WA

____________________________

[1] Strength Finders Test

[2] Wikipedia on Real Estate Development
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More importantly, what matters is the way in which real

estate development is practiced. Real estate was hit

pretty hard by the Great Recession, due in large part

to unscrupulous decision-making [4]. It was not due to

problems inherent in real estate qua real estate. Instead

of permanently putting real estate into

the proverbial corner with a dunce cap, it is more

constructive and beneficial to re-imagine what real

estate exists to do in the world. In setting out to found

Roy Street Group, we want and plan to practice real

estate in a different and new way, to be a different and

new kind of developer. A people-centered developer.

Real estate is a relationship business, one which

requires both soft and hard skills. So throughout the

narrative, we strike a balance between artistry and

analytics—between the important need for good

communication and intuition, on the one hand, and

being technically rigorous, evidence-based, and data-

driven on the other.

Here I’m reminded of a quote I read when I studied

philosophy in college, “Philosophy is the search for a

good example." Real estate may not be as abstract

as philosophy, but, in the interest of simplicity, we've

made an effort to include good stories and concrete

case studies to complement broad descriptions of the

real estate process: strategic planning, site selection,

deal structure, planning and design, permitting,

construction, and move. From an advisory perspective,

these components reside on a continuum that involve

consulting and careful planning on the front end and

project oversight and development on the back end.

Though I could be biased, the city of Seattle serves

up countless case studies on movements

IntIntrroductionoduction

________
[1] CSE Magazine, 2011 [2] Wall Street Journal,
2010 [3] About:US Economy [4]Wall Street Journal, 2010Photo credit: Mary Daly

Real estate contributes more than three million jobs to the U.S.

economy. In good times, real estate’s contribution to the economy

can equate to upwards of 10% of the U.S.'s annual gross domestic

product (GDP) [1], [2], [3]. Between 2007 and 2009, real estate's

contribution to the annual GDP fell a full two percent.

As we saw with the Great Recession—beginning in 2008 and

that we are still climbing out of today—these numbers are all

connected with people and affect the lives of people. So, the point

of sharing all of these numbers with you is to impress upon the

reader the point that real estate matters.

RRenenddeering oring of Amazf Amazon's biospheon's biospherres,es, ddesigned besigned by NBy NBBJBJ
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seamless connection between different parts of the

downtown core: Pike-Pine corridor, focused on

repurposing the pedestrian experience from lower

Capital Hill to the Pike Place Market; Lake2Bay, an

effort connecting Seattle's Lake Union to Elliott Bay;

and Waterfront Seattle, the makeover of the

properties and piers along Elliott Bay spurred by the

eventual removal of the Alaska Way Viaduct. Not

surprisingly, these leaders look beyond our region, to

cities like New York and Sydney, for models of change

that will promote the long-term health and vitality of

the city and region. In the interest of simplicity, I've

opted to highlight a few people, like Kate Joncas and

Matt Griffin, and a few new developers on the scene

who possess a keen eye for creating a community

experience, Solterra Cities and Evolution Projects, by

way of underscoring what I refer to as the "Seattle

cloth"—leaders who embody the triple bottom line of

people, planet, and profits.

Matt Griffin is a well-known Seattle developer and

civic leader, and one inspiring example of a "new

developer." Over twelve years of running with Matt

downtown, I've observed that he is quick to pick up a

loose wrapper on the street, or

-dependency associated with suburbs, and instead choosing

the lifestyle offered by dense, walkable cities. Our opening

chapter calls out this trend in the context of identifying those

things that differentiate Seattle as a global city, but also issues

a summons to think and stretch beyond our "place of

origin"—as the best antidote for bust periods that will

eventually come.

In the face of so much change, downtown Seattle has many

leaders who are creating with passion a more

of what I'm dubbing "the new way" of real estate. Seattle is

enjoying a new era of prominence on the national and

international stage. E-commerce, cloud computing, and

mobile technologies are changing our lives as well as the

shape of our cities. There is a major demographic—now

underway on a national level—with younger people trending

away from the culture of sprawl and car

FFig. 1: Tig. 1: The Rhe Real Eeal Estastatte De Deevvelelopmenopment Pt Prrococessess
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In founding RRooyy
SSttrreeeet Grt Grooupup, we

plan to practice real
estate in a different

and new way, to be a
different and new

kind of developer. AA
ppeopeoplle-ce-cententeerreded

ddeevvelopelopeerr..

our founder’s name is Roy. This is but a happy coincidence.

Located on Roy Street, our firm’s name is a nod to two firms,

also named after Seattle city streets, that have contributed

to the downtown Seattle we now know and see coming up

in front of us, perhaps best exemplified by Amazon's three-

block, 3.3 million square foot campus. These firms, Seneca

Real Estate Group and Pine Street Group, and those like

them, represent the caliber of development and quality of

work that makes Seattle a cutting edge city that attracts

many relocating companies. The quality of these firms’ work

extends beyond the buildings they develop; it goes to the

work they do to contribute to the humanity of our city and

the world by the organizations and people they serve.

The essence of this new way of real estate is a focus

on doing more than just put people into buildings. It's about

putting people into buildings who make a difference in our

community and our world. In taking care of their building

needs, we allow our clients to focus on the good works and

inspiring missions they wish to accomplish. It is this same

caliber of work that you will find at Roy Street Group.

-Roy Mann

interact with the casual street merchant, treating him with

the same measure of dignity as he would one of his friends

or business associates.

I haven't asked Matt which he feels prouder of, the

multi-million dollar buildings and live-work-play spaces that

his team has created for the city or the time that he puts

into community leadership. But I'll bet he might say the

latter. Indeed, the one (and perhaps only) time I observed

Matt slightly nervous was while running our usual route

along Seattle's Myrtle Edwards Park overlooking Elliott

Bay. Matt was contemplating what he would say on the

occasion of the opening of the Sea-Tac YMCA named in

his honor, a community health facility in one of the most

diverse socio-economic parts of our region, representing

more than 80 nationalities and 70 different languages.

When he reflected on the experience later, he said "These

things really matter."

Roy Street Group joins these inspirational city builders

and seeks to emulate their approach to doing business —

through mutual respect, cooperation, and never losing an

eye for our humanity. Many people think that calling our

firm “Roy Street Group” was an easy choice because

IntIntrroductionoduction 33



In the course of our conversations [1] and research, we stumbled upon

comparisons between Seattle and Manhattan on more than one occasion. This is

quite impressive, considering Seattle's original founding in 1851. When American

settlers first arrived in Seattle, they named their settlement "New York Alki," "Alki"

being a word in Chinook jargon meaning "eventually" or "by and by." The Alki

Point Lighthouse marks this site. The settlement eventually relocated to an

eastern spot on Elliott Bay and, today, is known as Seattle's Pioneer Square

neighborhood [2].

In 1851, the differences between New York and Seattle must have been rather

stark: New York had been settled for at least 150 years whereas Seattle was

sprawl of deep forests and steep hills with nary a brick in

[1] I am grateful to my industry friends James Bach, Steve Storrar, Richard Stevenson,
Bob Watt, Rob Rosenstock, and Matt Griffin for their informative conversations, which
helped shape this chapter. [2] Wikipedia

1:Seat1:Seattltlee
CatCatching Up oching Up orr
CutCutting Eting Edgedge??

New York City skyline (Source)

Seattle Skyline (Source)
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Seattle is an anchor point in a larger regional ecosystem of world-leading companies,

such as, Amazon, Boeing, Costco, Expedia, Microsoft, Nordstrom, PACCAR, REI, Starbucks,

T-Mobile, and Weyerhaeuser. As each of these world-leading companies matured, varying

degrees of corporate social responsibility and civic and world engagement evolved - the best

known being the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation - creating a unique blend of compassion

and commerce.

Seattle has a distinctive and diverse environment. We enjoy views of the snowcapped

Olympic and Cascade mountain ranges, including the 14,411 foot summit of Mount Rainier.

In a region of breathtaking natural beauty, we may encounter pods of orcas swimming

from Puget Sound's Elliott Bay in Seattle toward the San Juan island archipelago. Work life

balance is abundant, and we may ride a bicycle to work, spend the day in an office tower,

with lunch in a kayak in South Lake Union. There's a distinctive sense of place and a regional

self-concept, reflected in the artwork and totems of the region's Coast Salish peoples.

Seattle is the geographic gateway to Asia. Situated on the Pacific Rim, Seattle has a

strong import and export economy, exemplified by global logistics companies like Expeditors

International and marine terminal operator SSA Marine. Also, Delta Airlines recently

announced that Seattle will be their Asian hub.

Seattle enjoys robust innovation activity. The Seattle workforce boasts an above-average

level of academic achievement, with 56% possessing at least a bachelor's degree, compared

to the 28% national level. The region punches above its weight as an innovator in business,

education, and social entrepreneurship. Our regional "secret sauce" is discovered when all

of these industry segments are working together and situated in a dense urban environment,

best exemplified by Seattle's South Lake Union neighborhood - host to Amazon, UW

Medicine, the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, PATH, and many other innovators.

sight. Today, while the two cities differ considerably in terms of geography and

culture, they find similarities when it comes to real estate and urban development. To

start: Although Seattle is known for its outdoor-loving environmentalism, it turns out

that Manhattan is, in fact, the greenest city in America [1].

What?? All those skyscrapers, cabs, light pollution, and so.many.people in

so.little.space!

Exactly.

Although Seattle consistently ranks as one of the top U.S. cities with regards to

sustainability and green policies [2], the truth of the matter is that Manhattan has

the lowest carbon footprint per person, and that is what matters when it comes to

green living. Manhattan is a very compact city, which means that people make do

with smaller living spaces, public transportation is both efficient and highly depended

upon, and walking is a viable commute option due to proximity to everything [3], [4].

Seattle faces a significant opportunity to be one of the great smaller cities in

the world. Yet, as an actor in a fiercely competitive global environment, the city

must continue to accentuate those attributes which make the region appealing and

distinctive. What are the defining attributes that make Seattle a contender on the

world stage?

_________________________________

[1] Environment-360, Yale 2009 [2] Seattle PI, 2009 [3] Environment-360, Yale

2009 [4] Berkeley Climate Map, 2014

SeatSeattltle: Cate: Catching Up oching Up or Cutr Cutting Eting Edgedge
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Just as Manhattan, Seattle is a metropolis nearly-

surrounded by bodies of water, leaving little space to work

with in the face of the city's rapid growth prospects. Yet,

while 71% of Manhattan residents do not even own a

car, 45% of Seattleites still drive to work alone or as part

of a rideshare, as of 2013. Unlike Manhattan, Seattle's

public transit system is not as robust or efficient and

its downtown road situation leaves the city ill-equipped

for the growth now occurring and predicted. Since the

early 1990s, Seattle has become increasingly diverse

economically. All big technology companies have a

presence and many Fortune 500 companies are

headquartered in this town. Each year, there are

40-45,000 new-hires (not to be confused with new jobs) in

the area.

Complacency is a non-option. For cities to grow, just

as with individuals, it is important to stretch ourselves

beyond our own frame of reference, to see things from

multiple perspectives, and to be open to ways in which

other cities creatively have solved similar problems,

whether in transportation or urban planning.

The good news is there are indicators that say

the tide is turning for Seattle. For instance, whereas

Microsoft became known for its sprawling campus and its

fleet of vans to transport employees between its 100-plus

buildings (built in the 1980s), Amazon is constructing

its new corporate headquarters around proximity and a

greener mode of employee transportation: the high-rise

elevator. Amazon's decision to go vertical in its workplace

design has been part of a surge of vertical growth in the

downtown Seattle arena.

This shift in business growth from a sprawl to vertical

strategy is complemented by the growing national trend

shift to urban concentrated living. The demand for highly

intelligent, tech-savvy talent means that the workforce

is getting younger. Pair this with the generational trend

of the young, educated workforce's preference for urban

living, and we are now seeing a fundamental shift of

where one chooses to live in Seattle. Forty-two percent of

the city's population are adults who live alone, compared

to Manhattan's 46% (the national average is 26%).

Indeed, Seattle is seeing a boom in apartment growth in

the downtown area. As of spring 2014, Seattle apartment

vacancy rates hover

around 3%—markedly lower than national averages of

8-10% [1].

All of this goes to say that Seattle provides a thought-

provoking case study in real estate development. Real

estate is an inherently local craft; however, the principles

and processes of the profession are overarching and play

themselves out in every land and cityscape. Just as

Seattle has and continues to learn from the likes of other

cities around the world, our discussions of real estate in

this e-book highlight examples of Seattle real estate that

can be valued on the global stage.

________________________

[1] Kidder Matthews 2014

SeatSeattltle: Cate: Catching Up oching Up or Cutr Cutting Eting Edgedge
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2:S2:Sttrratategic Plaegic Planningnning
In the real estate process, some of the most successful projects are the ones that

incorporate careful planning on the front end. In the ensuing discussion points, we

suggest some tools that facilitate many important considerations, such as, the flexibility

and long term plans of your clients, lease versus own, growth options and exit options,

etc.

Observe and Listen

While in the Jesuits, I spent some time working with Native Americans in the coastal

region. It was there that I worked with Pat Twohy, my Jesuit friend and mentor, and

learned from him the invaluable lesson: "Observe and Listen." Twohy's lesson came

from his years of observing non-Indians who came in to the region. Even when well

intentioned, these folks spent a lot time talking about their own ideas. They had no

sense of or appreciation for who were the folks on the reservation, what they needed

and wanted. You can only imagine what opportunities were lost as a result—such as a

glimpse into Native people's unique sense of humor, great oratory skills, and satisfaction

that comes from projects hewn out of the local context.

These two words—Observe and Listen—have not only life applications but business

applications as well. There is a lot to listen for when you meet with a client, especially

for the first time. What motivates them? What do they want to achieve? What problems

are they trying to solve? As one friend said, "It's not about the real estate, it's about the

business." It doesn't matter what your real

estate solution looks like, it only matters if it helps your client's business.

Listening and observing applies to things like body language. People communicate

with body language. Modern psychology tells us that 90% of communication is not

coming out of your mouth [1]. The real estate business is built upon interpersonal

relationships and those relationships can make or break potentially great deals (for

tips on becoming a better non-verbal communicator, see University of California Santa

Cruz’s “Exploring Nonverbal Communication” resource [2]).

At one point when negotiating a deal between PATH and Vulcan Real Estate, an

individual from PATH confided that they were counting on me to know what Vulcan's

"temperature" was at any point of the way. What did this mean? He was counting on

me for my knowledge of non-verbal messages, to read how they were communicating

just as much as what they were communicating. And you can bet that Vulcan folks

most likely were listening to our non-verbal communication as well.

Absolutely soft skills are required in good deal making. The numbers, the deal

structure…these certainly are important, but the soft skills can make or break a

deal. One must always observe and listen—to know when to be benevolent and

when to be tough—in order to leverage the right outcome that works in the interest

of the client as well as in the interest of getting something done. If I'm being

too benevolent to the point that great deal terms are left on the table or if I'm being so

tough that the other party leaves the

___________________________
[1] Psychology Today. 2011 [2] “Exploring Nonverbal Communication”
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table and abandons the deal all together, then I've done nothing for my client.

Deal making is about bringing parties together. And we did have a party when we finalized

the PATH deal. At that party PATH not only celebrated their success, but also expressed

gratitude to Vulcan for the partnership that had begun. As much as PATH won in that deal,

it's not as if Vulcan was a loser. Not only did they not have an empty building, but they also

gained some brand equity through the lease with a social entrepreneurship group.

The Importance of Asking Questions

Everyone talks about the Socratic method, a form of inquiry and discussion between

individuals, based on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical thinking and to

illuminate ideas. One of my early mentors, Pete Papadopulos—appropriately Greek—often

advised me to respond to questions with a question. When I've done that, it's proven helpful.

Do you want to establish yourself as a subject matter expert, to secure and keep client

relationships? If so, then be 95% focused on questions and listening, and 5% focused on

services and what you can do for the client.

In contemporary times, the English philosopher, R.G. Collingwood, expanded upon the

Socratic method. How do we know more deeply? Ask more questions. Not just questions,

but the right questions. This holds true for most any service career, and real estate is such a

career. To be successful you have to know what questions to ask, and when to ask them.

One Step Removed

I've worked with nonprofit organizations who have international boards and

others who have boards with local business leaders some of whom have real estate

interests. Usually, a conflict of interest check precedes discussions that pertain to

the organization's interests, including its real estate. That said, I've observed the

occasional situation where board members and/or community leaders will pitch

property interests, including their own real estate holdings to an organization. This is

all well and good if it aligns with what the organization actually needs; but this isn't a

given and due diligence must be conducted.

It's in these kinds of moments that being one step removed and having a third-party

advisor who asks good questions is often a true asset to an organization's executive

leadership. Why? The third-party advisor creates a buffer between board member and

the CEO. Here are some sample questions I've found myself asking at board meetings

in such circumstances:

• What happens when the construction loan is converted to a
permanent loan?

• If the building doesn't lease as expected and there is a cash call, will
the non-profit organization be expected to participate proportionately
to its "contributed" equity?

• How does this building represent an improvement upon the current
property or other alternatives that are currently under review?
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The 16-story Seattle Art Museum (SAM) building and the 42-story WaMu Tower were

built in 2006 in a complicated development deal between SAM, Washington Mutual, and

the city of Seattle. SAM was leasing eight floors in its 16-story tower to WaMu, collecting

$5.8 million a year in rent, until the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. seized the bank in

September 2008 and sold its assets to JPMorgan Chase. Chase subsequently laid off 80

percent of WaMu's headquarters employees and announced in January 2009 that it was

backing out of the lease with the museum— creating a sucking sound in downtown Seattle's

office market and hitting SAM with an unbearable revenue loss.

About the same time, I was representing global health catalyst, PATH, with a 115,000

square foot headquarters requirement. When we were invited to tour SAM, I had my partner,

Tom Pehl, ask this question to Chris Elias, CEO of PATH: "Whose problem are you solving?"

Although the prospective rents were compelling, the SAM location was not as well aligned

with PATH's objectives and key decision criteria as were other alternatives, so the balance

tipped in another direction for PATH. Indeed, such a scenario would create an opportunity

for a corporate tenant. Fortunately for Seattle and for the SAM, tenant representation

firm, Washington Partners, and developer Matt Griffin, who represented SAM, were able

to rescue the situation by working out a deal with Nordstrom which agreed to lease the

remainder of the SAM space [1].

[1] The Seattle Times. 2011.

Case SCase Study:tudy:
Seattle Art Museum (SAM) and Washington Mutual Headquarters

The Seattle Art Museum (Source)
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"God made
people simple:
Either they
like the real
estate, or they
don't."
- Art Wahl

In 2009, the PATH global headquarters were situated in

Ballard, a district in northwestern Seattle and they were

presented with this great, unforeseen opportunity to move into

South Lake Union (SLU). The health NGO was faced with this

fundamental question: Should they stay or should they go? (to

channel a little 1980's classic rock from The Clash). There wasn't

a clear answer.

Over the course of several months of diligence, we had put

together quantitative and qualitative analyses, ruled out many

options, and winnowed it down to these two—stay in Ballard, the

cheaper alternative, or relocate to the 2201 Westlake Building in

SLU. Knowing it was decision time, Chris Elias, head of PATH

at the time, brought my CBRE colleague, Tom Pehl, and me

into a meeting with several of PATH's key executives. Once in

the conference room, Chris —who is known for his collaborative

leadership style (a style I relate to very much)—went around

the table, asking each person for an opinion, reserving his own

observations for last.

When it was my turn, I pulled a page from my past in the

Jesuits: The discipline of discernment. As I explained it then,

there are times in decision-making when you've seen all the

evidence, done all your homework, and there still isn't a clear,

objective answer to your deliberations. At that point,

your decision comes down to the joy factor, what inspires you,

what gives you zest for life. This is discernment.

Remembering back to our first viewing, most of the executives'

initial reactions to the 2201 Westlake building was the "Wow,

this is beautiful." The end-of-the-day decision was that they were

really excited about the SLU opportunity. At this point, Chris

chimed in, "This is a 25-year decision. If we stay in Ballard,

we probably will never move. This is a defining moment for the

organization. We have the opportunity to move to an edgy part

of town that holds promises for our future that Ballard doesn't

present."

PATH had a four to six month window to make this

deal. Though the numbers evidence didn't point to a bold answer,

PATH made a decision based upon their best knowledge and

anticipating what might lie ahead. I'm convinced that PATH got

and still holds the best deal in the neighborhood because of the

conditions of the Great Recession. Tom Pehl described the deal

this way: "This is one in fifty. These kinds of things don't just come

along." Not long after PATH inked the deal, Amazon went through

a huge expansion and swept up the rest of the building that PATH

occupies. So PATH locked in on a rate and building at a perfectly

opportune time.

3:Sit3:Site Sele Selectionection
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Look Where You are Not Looking

The Sufi proverb "look where you're not looking" speaks to

one's spiritual journey but has many applications. In real estate,

it means that really good ideas might be under your nose! New

sites are right in front of you, where you aren't looking, and are

exactly what you are looking for. At times a "second set of eyes"

can help us see possibilities more clearly. I recall taking my son

around a neighborhood that I've known from my youth. I asked

Jacob to help me identify a possible site. He came up with a

brilliant idea—which I can't give the specifics of because it is still

in-the-making at this time. He called out a site that I often drive

by but never considered as I am accustomed to it serving only

one kind of use.

Returning to PATH's story: When our search started in the

fall of 2006 for a new corporate headquarters, we did not take

a serious look at Vulcan Real Estate's 2201 Westlake Avenue

building in the South Lake Union district. It seemed too nice

for us. Oh, and it was about to be leased by another, much

wealthier for-profit big gun. This tenant was a few signatures

away from leasing the space. Anticipating the coming

recession, they pulled out at the last minute—Vulcan had

a big vacancy. Leading up to this point, my team and I had

been doing our homework—canvassing the area, researching

properties, meeting with the right people—and as a result we

were positioned to seize the moment and get a really great

location and space for PATH.

SitSite Sele Selectionection

Photo credit: Roy Mann

"A tw"A twenty-fiventy-five ye year dear decision."ecision."
TThe nehe new Pw PAATH headquartTH headquarteers,rs, in Seatin Seattltle's Soe's Soututh Lakh Lake Unione Union
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After a few years in the industry and working with

a variety of clients, I saw a need to provide clients a

way to help them make the best real estate decision

for themselves. The "weighted decision matrix" is what

resulted from my survey of experience. I have used it

successfully with large and small clients. In its basic form,

it’s a spreadsheet matrix that allows the client to identify

key business drivers (e.g. public transit access, proximity

to partners, economics of deals and costs, amenities

access) and then assign percentages of weighted

importance for each driver.

What does this decision matrix give to my clients that I

couldn't already give them? In short, this represents a

methodology to help clients "drive the bus," so to speak,

in the decision making process. With this tool, they

independently outline their priorities before we begin

working together. When it comes time to start making

decisions, we let the evidence associated with

prospective deals to be lined up against these criteria.

From here, the clients have a way to answer for

themselves the question: What do the numbers say?

Another value-

Tool Time: W: Weighteighted Decision Mated Decision Matrixrix

added benefit of the matrix is it helps to create buy-in among decision-makers, especially when disparate opinions

are in play. In this way, the matrix is a vehicle to get everyone moving in a common direction. It invites participation,

which is a form of leadership, and coalesces differently-minded players into a cooperative effort.

In sum, the weighted decision matrix is a way of rendering the playing field more objective so that we can focus

just on [a] what are our drivers and [b] how do opportunities align themselves with our evidence-based methodology.

The tool requires clients' involvement and engagement. Roy Street Group clients should know that Roy Street Group

will be bringing this kind of framework to the table, in which we advise and you decide.

Fig.2: Example of Roy Street Group's Weighted Decision Matrix
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In any business, value is created when an entity performs a service or

provides a product that the customer pays for and your investors receive a

financial gain or benefit for their contribution to the business. In traditional

business speak, real estate development would be described as the process

of producing a brick-and-mortar space—the product. This product produces

value in the form of rent revenue and/or business revenue. That value goes

back to investors or it is used to create more value as the developer goes on to

develop new property, which will create more value.[1]

Historically, real estate developers have been viewed as business folks who

are very risk-friendly, willing to roll the dice to develop a property that could

reap significant financial rewards. What makes it risky is that a lot of money and

resources go into developing a real estate property. Although we can estimate

the probability that a given project will be successful or at least pay itself off, like

any business venture, real estate is subject to economic tides and there is no

way that we can mitigate every risk involved along the development way. Indeed,

until the space is occupied and producing revenue, you are subject to risk.

In the classic risk-return ratio, to achieve ever-greater returns one must be

willing to tolerate (i.e. take on) ever-greater risks. Yet, the balance of that risk-

return ratio is that one can suffer just as great losses as his returns, relative to

the risk he takes on. In the real estate development industry, this risk-return ratio

plays itself out in a very public way.

How you structure a deal is ultimately a function of business needs, owner

interests, financing, and market timing. Even with purchase and sale

agreements or conventional lease agreements, I have seen variations of the

theme that are catered to reflect the timing and the business drivers of the

parties involved. Here are a few innovative structures, by way of example...
_________
[1] Real Estate Development: Principles and Process. Urban Land Institute.

"Real estateReal estate
development takes

massive equity capital
and isn'tisn't for thefor the

faint-heartedfaint-hearted"
- James Wong

4:Dea4:Deal Sl Sttructurructuree
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In a tenant-favored market, there are a few innovative ways for a landlord to "capture"

a tenant and for a larger, credit worthy tenant to "capture" lease savings. "Participation

leases"—wherein a tenant is granted either a portion of a building's annual operating

profits that can be used to offset occupancy costs, or a share of a building's long-term

appreciation—come in a variety of shapes and sizes, ranging from formal joint ventures

to special or phantom equity participation leases. In Seattle's South Lake Union, for

example, Seattle BioMed and Group Health Cooperative use various forms of equity

participation in their headquarters buildings. The table above illustrates the long-term

benefits of a hypothetical "special" participation lease for a tenant relative to a ten-year

leasehold. Over the ten-year life of the lease, a tenant who is a 5 percent special equity

lease participant and who also successfully avoids an initial equity investment is able to

offset a substantial portion of operating costs.

Case SCase Study:tudy: Lease with Equity ParticipationCCase Sase Study:tudy: Lease with an Option to Buy

This is what happens when you want to own a property but you can't afford to own

yet. When I began in the business in the early 2000's, one of my clients, Gilda's Club,

a cancer support center named after the late comedian Gilda Radner, was looking for a

home in Seattle. The agency's Executive Director, Anna Gottlieb, had Seattle's First Hill

neighborhood in her sites, home also to Swedish Medical Center, Virginia Mason Clinic,

and the Polyclinic. We structured the deal as a lease-with-purchase option, establishing

a pre-agreed upon formula for the price and a window of time during which Gilda's Club

could exercise the option to purchase the building. Fortunately for Gilda's Club, a member

of Seattle's Nordstrom family was impressed with the quality of their work and offered

to assist with the acquisition, thus making it possible for Gilda's to have a long-term

presence in the community.

Gilda's Place (Source) From Roy Street Group (Source)
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Plan for the future

Forecasting the timing and scale of a company's future growth can be difficult. It's

typically a good time to consult an architect who can advise on industry trends and

innovations in design and space utilization that can help drive greater efficiency and

manage costs without compromising worker productivity. This kind of programming exercise

usually translates into an employee per square foot metric, enabling a company to

prognosticate the amount of space it needs to

DeaDeal Sl Sttructurructuree

accommodate future growth. During my tenure at Microsoft, our team was

constantly looking at metrics of space utilization and its implications for "footprint"

or deal size.

Decisions to be made

While we have to have the soft skills that we've been talking about, we have to

keep a balance between communication and action. Here, I mean to point out an

equally important skill to develop—know when decision time has arrived.

Have you ever had a time when you felt like there was too much talking and

not enough [insert whatever task at hand you please]? Some times we can spend

too much time talking about proposals, deal structures, plans…at the expense of

making any of those come to fruition. The communication that started out as pivotal

to developing the real estate relationship begins to get in the way. These are times

when there has been enough communication.

What? Yes, it's true.

At the day's end, real estate, like all business, is about getting something

accomplished. We need to get the deal finalized and we need to get a project

started and—eventually, hopefully - completed, with quality tenants to boot. And yet,

when we are going through this communication process - observing, listening, and

asking the right questions—the actionable items won't come to the surface on their

own. In those times, what can happen is that we fall into spending too much time

on the thinking and communi-

Fig.3: Sample projection of space needs
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cating at the expense of accomplishing what we set out to do.

It takes time and practice to to be able to notice when you need to take a more

active role in steering your communication towards a point that is decisive, actionable,

and involves commitment.

Here are a few examples that may indicate that decision time is nigh (these are

examples, not strict guidelines):

• Opportunities are about to pass or expire;
• Conversations seem to repeat themselves, with no new insights or

resolutions;
• It's been quite a while since your conversations produced an actionable item.

In other situations, you will have to rely on your knowledge of your clients. You

need to have a sense of what is needed and how to keep momentum going in the right

direction.

In whatever situation you find yourself needing to coax a decision or action,

it's imperative that this is done with diplomacy and professionalism: You don't want

to lose ground or unintentionally steer things the wrong way. Check yourself for any

impatience, restlessness, or anxiety that you personally might be having and approach

the conversation with sincere focus on and support for what is in the best interest of

your client.

For this reason, and this is a reminder of where we started, there is no substitute

for good communication—giving thoughtful care and attention to establishing rapport

and mutual understanding, especially early on. Mistakes

"The Closing"

DeaDeal Sl Sttructurructuree

will happen, missteps will be made, and course corrections will be necessary. But as a

basis of trust forms, good working relationships become like a pas de deux, where dance

partners are practiced and in sync so as to be able to make subtle adjustments to balance

almost automatically. There is a lot at stake but when it really counts, you will know how to

maneuver—because you have worked at it.
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5:Pla5:Planning & Designnning & Design[1][1]

had the privilege of acting as a filter for Microsoft's Real Estate and Facilities team, vetting

and sourcing best-in-class professionals across twenty-two countries. As part of the so-called

Integrator model—first of its kind in the industry—my team was charged with creating

greater consistency across Microsoft's global portfolio and managing the multitude of real

estate players working for Microsoft. The experience gave me more than a glimpse into

the caliber and service platforms of international firms like Jones Lang LaSalle, Colliers

International, and Cushman and Wakefield, and many boutique firms who have smart, fun, and

dynamic professionals.

My colleagues and I developed a system that keeps vendors honest, keeps the field

competitive, and gives the comfort of knowing that the process for selecting a provider will be

objective. This model also has relevance for sourcing brokers, project managers, architects,

contractors, and so on. At times, the rigor and level of meticulousness felt a bit much. But I've

never doubted the merits, and perspective, that come from having one's own skills stretched

to the max.

So how do you pick? Not easily. And if you think communication can be difficult in one's

own language, consider the layers of complexity that get added when multiple currencies and

languages enter the fray! The answer: Utilize an evidence-based methodology, and you can

make good choices—even in places like Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
__________

[1] I am grateful to my industry friend Lori Walker for her input in shaping this chapter.

"If I can't walk to it, then I'm
fairly sure I don't understand it."

-Matt Griffin

Planning and design in real estate are about more than picking the right location and

the right team to design a building or space. Physical space and the structures created in

office or home environments can have a big impact in people’s individual and collective

behavior. It involves master planning and urban design to foster better connections and

create a sense of place in a more seamless urban environment. It’s a piece of the

process that I really enjoy.

It reminds me of what one history professor used to refer to as "text in context." Our

interpretation of ancient writings can fall short when we look at a phrase or a passage

without giving consideration to the broader context and environment in which it was

written. Similarly, real estate planning and design works best when we look at projects

as a part of a comprehensive whole, with a context, a history, and real people—not an

isolated phenomenon. Since real estate is such a substantial cost to any organization,

picking the right team, solving the right design problem, and discovering the soul of a

place are critical in delivering the most value to the organization for that investment.

Picking the Right Team

Real estate is a local craft. But what happens if you are doing business in multiple
markets or internationally?

During my two years as Microsoft's Transaction Manager in Latin America, I
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Tool Time: VVenendodor Scr Scoorrecarecardd

Here is a sample scorecard with categories that could be used in the context of

an interview. It is worth noting that this evaluation can be used at multiple stages in

the real estate development process, whenever you need to add a new player to

your development team. Similar to the weighted decision matrix that we presented

in the site selection chapter, the driving principle of this current methodology is

the objective guide to sourcing a great team that will give you the best shot at a

successful real estate outcome.

Over the years in my industry, I've heard people say, "Assignments sometimes go to

the best presenter, not the best practitioner." Yet, most clients would probably prefer the

latter. So if you are serious about being fair and garnering the best outcome, this is what I

would expect a Roy Street Group professional to do: assign weightings to key categories

like local market expertise and capabilities, recent client performance, largest successful

recent transactions, proposed strategy, actual or perceived conflicts, etc.
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Snapshot Look:
EEvvolution Prolution Projectsojects

Evolution Projects ("Evo") grew out of the desire to create a space that invites

community members into an experience. This human experience, facilitated by a created

space, is the key driver of development for Evolution Projects. "Central to all of our

projects, whether it's new construction or redoing an old building, we really are looking to

instill a sense of community," says Bryce Phillips, founder and CEO [2].

"I started buying and selling stuff just so I could pay to participate in sports that I love,"

Phillips says. Today, Evo consists of an extreme sports store, an indoor skate park, a

center for community events (art and music shows, experiential dining), and design. At

first glance, Evo seems to be a conglomerate of Phillips' interests or attempts to hit market

openings, yet it takes a larger perspective to see that the common theme is a focus on

community, design, and everything that gets people excited.

Doing real estate in this way requires a counter-intuitive approach that is a blend of

artistry and analytics. "The time is coming when you won't be able to design a building in a

spreadsheet. The numbers look good and math works [with a spreadsheet], but you have

to think about the environment, how it's engaging and affecting community." For instance,

at their flagship store in Fremont, Washington, Evo disregarded storefront surface parking

in favor of creating open-air seating for their restaurant tenant-neighbors. While parking

is conventionally considered gold, the result affords extra seating and excellent views for

restaurant patrons.
[2] Evolution Projects
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Solving the Right Problems

Planning and Design, at its best, is solving your client’s business problem. So essential

to this part of the process is understanding what the problem is, or perhaps more

accurately, understanding the drivers of change in the business.

When I worked within Microsoft Real Estate & Facilities, we were tasked with

understanding the next generation of global workplace strategy. As such, our actual

space underwent a series of transformations. On any given day, we were equal parts

office and laboratory, experimenting with models that fostered better collaboration and

productivity. One of my personal favorites was the work stations that raise and lower,

encouraging workers to be more active than sedentary. There is a known causal

connection between movement and cognition; when we are active, our minds tend to

perform more crisply—it also has the added advantage of burning more calories!

In today’s world of mobility and connected technology, the physical space plays an

increasingly important role in connecting people to people, connecting people to purpose,

and connecting people to resources. How planners and designers go about it, whether at

a company level, city level, or regional level, it’s important to always be innovating and

thinking about the broader context. Reflecting on our mobile-first and cloud-first world,

Microsoft’s new CEO, Satya Nadella, made this appeal to his global workforce: “In order

to accelerate our innovation, we must rediscover our soul.” [1]

__________

[1] Microsoft 2014

PlaPlanning & Designnning & Design
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Evolution Projects (cont'd)

"We are just a reflection of what is happening in the local community. Our

prototype is just that." To that end, Evo hosts regular social events, be it art and

music shows or charitable events, and it has permanently allocated a portion of

their store's square footage to display the work of local artists. The art is not for

sale, which would lead the analytically inclined to see money thrown away on poorly

utilized space. Phillips sees this type of space use as a must. "The thing is this:

People who come to us want to be part of creating something special."

The move to develop property with an eye for creating inclusive human

experiences for the community "is not just a new trend," Phillips observes, "it's

just something that we have gotten away from." Phillips says Evo finds their core

strength in rehabilitating buildings that otherwise would be knocked down and in this

way discovering the soul of the building. In doing this, however, they keep a tight

focus on neighborhoods that they know well.

Real estate is an inherently risky business, so it would seem almost too radical

for a group like Evo not to be more reliant on facts and figures. But the real fact

is that Evo's formula is working. "The result is that you get something that is more

memorable and people connect to in a way that is a lot more meaningful. I've had

people who have come up to me and thank me because they met their soul mate,

their spouse at my events. And now they have kids. That gave me a lump in my

throat the first time it happened."

EEvvolution Prolution Projects, phoojects, photto cro credit Aaredit Aaron Lon Leitz (eitz (SoSoururccee))
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Case SCase Study:tudy: Downtown Seattle Surrounded by several bodies of water, the Seattle region is

sometimes likened to an hourglass, with downtown situated in

the waistline. For this reason, contiguous east-west corridors are

somewhat scarce in Seattle. Perhaps the best-known and much-

begrudged corridor is the so-called "Mercer Mess", an east-west

corridor connecting Interstate-5 through South Lake Union

toward the Seattle Center and Elliott Bay. Roy Street runs parallel

to Mercer Street, but is broken up in several places in the

neighborhood—symbolic of disjointed flow in search of

something better. Fortunately, several million dollars of private

and public investment have driven improvements that are setting

the stage for connectivity and pedestrian experiences.

One example of improvement is the Lake2Bay initiative [1]. The

initiative's spearheading coalition is a once-in-a-lifetime

opportunity to connect downtown, the new waterfront, Seattle

Center, South Lake Union through a web of beautiful, green, and

pedestrian-friendly streets with a city-defining pathway between

Lake Union and Elliott Bay setting the bar for the whole area. It is

a place

___________________

[1] Seattle Parks
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accessible by transit and offers housing, retail, and various amenities—a

mash up of economy, place, and networking [1]. The vision inspires a deeper

sense of meaning, place, and community.

A second example of new development in downtown Seattle is the

waterfront. In the Fall of 2013, I chatted with Kate Joncas, then President

and CEO of the Downtown Seattle Association (DSA), and asked her about

opportunities she saw for Seattle. She made particular note of the Seattle

waterfront: "Seattle's future waterfront: Think the Sydney Harbor." A bold

statement, and a visionary one too.

Throughout her twenty years as President and CEO of the Downtown

Seattle Association, Joncas was a steadfast advocate for public safety,

improved transportation, and a vibrant downtown. Like other leaders cut from

the "Seattle cloth", Kate views homeless care, streetscape cleaning, and

city building on the same continuum, as evidenced by her championing of

the Metropolitan Improvement District (MID), which takes a more personal

approach to connecting homeless people to housing, employment and other

basic needs. With a firm yet gentle demeanor, her success stems from her

gifts both as a pragmatist and a natural at bringing people and projects

together.

___________________

[1] Bruce Katz, NPR Interview 2014.

Sydney Harbor and Opera House (Source)

Sydney Harbor is an inlet of the South Pacific's Tasman Sea. Similarly, Seattle is situated

on the Puget Sound, an inlet of the Pacific Ocean via the Strait of Juan De Fuca. The theme

came up again in one of Kate's final presentations at the DSA/MID Annual Meeting, before

she transitioned to her new role as Deputy Mayor of Operations for Mayor Ed Murray. Just as

Sydney Harbor is the focal point of recreational events and celebrations, and after the removal

of the Alaska Way Viaduct, Seattle's waterfront will be reinvigorated with an international draw,

hosting its own renditions of Sydney yacht races, with performance venues and designs rivaling

the Sydney Opera House.

Case SCase Study: Dotudy: Downtwntoown Seatwn Seattltle (e (ccont'd)ont'd)
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"Entitlements are"Entitlements are
perfect examplesperfect examples
of how real estateof how real estate
can be positionedcan be positioned
for added value."for added value."
-Laura Lohman

This chapter's opening pull quote is the response that I got

from my friend, Laura Lohman, when I asked her to opine on

the role permitting plays in real estate development. By "added

value," I take it that she means more than monetary value for

the property owner but also refers to the community benefits

and amenities that bolster the economy and ensure spaces

serve the public interest.

Entitlements are legal rights conveyed by approvals from

governmental entities to develop a property for a certain use,

intensity, building type or building placement. The entitlement

process implies a much broader form of community and civic

engagement over a long period of time with conversations

around what public investments in infrastructure and services

should be made, particularly transit service. The South Lake

Union rezone, for example, took place over almost a decad;,

involved city officials, neighborhood residents, and business

owners; and ultimately allowed significantly taller buildings

ranging between 160 feet and 240 feet in the fast-changing

neighborhood. Again, by way of example, Clise

Properties took three

6:P6:Peermitrmittingting
blocks of downtown land through the entitlement process, got

it vested, and thus increased the property value, selling it to

Amazon for a top dollar price of approximately $910 per square

foot.

To develop a given piece of real estate, an owner must be

mindful of multiple layers of regulation, from regional

comprehensive plans, like the Washington Growth Management

Act, to local zoning codes and other land development and

permitting regulations. As a property and a prospective project

move through the entitlement process, one reaches a point at

which certain approvals cannot be taken away, known as vesting,

increasing the value of the site.

Design review is also an integral part of the permitting process

which ensures that all code requirements and development

standards are met. Indeed, what you develop on one site can

also impact the development potential and position of buildings on

adjacent sites.

I recall another story from a friend in the industry. In speaking

with a developer-client who had plans to develop a new multi-

housing high-rise, the client expressed serious concern after

hearing that there was another developer
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in town with plans to construct a new building that, in the end, would block the excellent

lake views that the first developer's potential tenants would have otherwise enjoyed. The

obstructed view, in the first developer's mind, meant that the units would lose what would

have been an important selling feature to future tenants and he would not be able to

command the rent levels that the developer had previously anticipated.

My friend's response to his client was this: After looking at the footprints of each

development site vis-a-vis the city's building permitting code, there was little chance

that the second developer would be able to proceed with his intended plan. The first

developer would have begun construction by the time the second developer submitted

his own plans for city review. After everything was said and done, the second developer

would be left only with enough land area to support a much shorter structure. Though

the bottom third of the first building still lost a lake view, the upper two-thirds of the units

would maintain the view. The moral of the story: Land permitting saved the first developer

from significant monetary losses and, potentially, a botched development project.

Entitlement Process (Source)
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7:C7:Consonsttructionruction

The word construction comes from the Latin constructionem which means "to pile up

together". Indeed, there is a pile of activities and materials that go into construction,

ranging from planning, design, and financing all the way to getting the structure ready for

occupancy.

The objective of construction is to maintain design, performance, and aesthetic

objectives while also considering constructability, life-time maintenance operations, and

sustainability. During the preconstruction phase, for example, there are several kinds of

planning that take place: scheduling, assembling total project and construction budgets,

evaluating building systems, life-cycle cost analysis, site staging and logistics planning,

procurement strategies, and permit assistance. Virtual construction modeling and design

are becoming the norm, allowing for precision and control, providing visualization of the

project communicating design-intent, and promoting a more integrated process.

Snapshot Look:

SoltSolteerrrra Citiesa Cities
SolTerra Cities (and its sister operations SolTerra Design and SolTerra Systems)

is a LEED Platinum development company based out of Seattle, Washington,

and Portland, Oregon. Brian Heather, founding CEO and Managing Principal,

prefers to think of his company along the lines of a tech firm and compares

SolTerra to groups like Paccar, Amazon, and Apple, all of which have distinguished

themselves by vertically integrating in industries in which vertical integration is

not the norm. Like tech firms, SolTerra has developed, and continues to develop,

innovative systems that make their buildings unique.

SolTerra’s business model is as inspiring as it is innovative. The vision for

this company grew out of a deep appreciation of nature as well as community-

mindedness. Heather has hopes of developing a non-profit arm of the business.

His managing partner, James Wong, a seasoned veteran in the start-up, real

estate, and technology spheres, also has a huge heart for the community. He is an

active board member of the Group Health Foundation as well as his church and

the Seattle Rotary Club. Both Brian and James have been named among Seattle’s

“Best 40 Under 40.”

SolTerra Cities builds its multi-housing structures at the near-same costs as

other developers in the industry. What makes SolTerra stand out, however, is that

their final developing costs close out well under the typical LEED Platinum budget

mark. How do they make it work? It all comes

"If you really want to build a
green building today... you'll
find yourself in violation of,
maybe, two dozen codes."

-Denis Hayes
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Snapshot Look: SolTerra Cities (cont'd)

down to control: SolTerra controls as much of the design-build process as they can. "We are building for the

same costs as other [developers], maybe a little less," says Heather. By vertically integrating the company,

SolTerra avoids many of the additional costs that non-vertical companies must take on in the design-build

process. "So much money is lost on things like oversight and risk mitigation."

To support this corporate vision and mission,

SolTerra develops its own building systems in-house and trains

all employees in those systems. In its hiring, SolTerra pays

attention to organizational psychology measures such as the

Myers Briggs Personality Inventory in order to pick employees

"with the right DNA" and to foster a team culture akin to a tech

company and frequently promotes from within their own ranks.

Design elements of SolTerra buildings are meant to elicit

the same reactions that one would have to nature. Heather

puts a premium on integrating nature and green technology into

SolTerra developments and this, in part, has driven SolTerra's

vertical strategy. A result is SolTerra's ability to develop on their

own terms. As Heather said in his 2013 TED talk: "After the

project budget is set, we begin with the systems, where our core

values lie, and then work from there with complete control of the

design-build process. This places the responsibility for making

the building in sync with nature at the infancy of the project.

We control costs significantly, compared to other green build

projects" [1].

_________________

[1] Brian Heather at TEDxSeattle. June 2013.

Fig.4: Rendering of SolTerra's "The Woods"
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The real estate development process comes

to an end when the tenant/owner moves in

and occupies the built space. Sounds fairly

simple; however does the "move in" process

merely refer to tenants bringing all of their

stuff in? Not exactly. In the development

process, the "move" phase refers to tenants

taking possession of an operable space.

When construction is completed, there

remains the building commissioning. This

refers to the process of getting the building

utilities up and running, as well as approved

by the powers-that-be of the city.

8:Mo8:Movvee Often times, before commissioning is complete, tenants will move in. This typically spans over a six-month period, as it can happen that

minor necessary repairs or adjustments arise. There are instances, however, when commissioning takes longer than normal. For example,

when Oregon Science and Health University's Center for Health and Healing (OSHU-CHH) opened in 2007, commissioning took a year and

a half. OSHU-CHH was the nation's first LEED-Platinum health center and was on the cutting edge of health facility development, featuring

many never-done-before green technologies. Located in Portland, Oregon, the building is self-sustaining and functions as one integrated

system, a balancing act so to speak. As a result, there was no precedent for commissioning such a building and it took trial and error to

make the building fully operable. It also was a learning process, yielding an important lesson that led to greater benefits than expected.

The building was conceived to operate on a first priority of efficient energy use. To accomplish this, the energy turbines ran at all times,

even when the building wasn't in full use (e.g. late night and early morning), which in turn required a place to store excess energy. The

building engineering team stored the energy as heat by way of incremental temperature increases. The team quickly learned that wouldn't

work, having not thought about the combined effect of the extra heat and warm external temperatures (e.g. warm weather) on people's

comfort levels. Those troubles led a priority switch. Rather than producing energy with an eye towards efficient use, OHSU began producing

energy to meet the building's temperature needs. When external temperatures are high, less energy is needed. By changing this priority, the

engineering team saw drastic improvements in energy use, better than what they could have done if their priority remained efficiency.

_________________

[1] Thank you to Scott Germanheusen for his time and insight on this case study.

Case SCase Studytudy: OSHU Center for Health and Healing [1]

OOSHU's air tSHU's air trramam
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CConclusiononclusion
What is your legacy? How will you contribute to the

strand of civic and community life?

This is a question we ask ourselves at Roy Street

Group, as active participants in this broader ecosystem

of city builders. Real estate is local, but you can

extrapolate principles to other regions—"built tough"

Chicago, New York "impatience", and so on—to reflect

the distinctive qualities that bring the soul of a city

into focus, and differentiate yourselves in a fiercely

competitive environment. In our view, the best way to

ensure success is via an equal measure of

artistry—asking ourselves, like Evolution Projects, what

is the "soul" of a place—and analytics, letting the data

tell the story with eyes wide open.

Over the last decade, downtown Seattle's center of

gravity shifted northward toward South Lake Union, as

transportation initiatives like the new street car took root

and private and non-profit organizations like Amazon,

PATH, and Seattle

Children's Research Institute moved into the

neighborhood. What we will see over the next two

decades is a re-shifting of the center of gravity back

toward the downtown core and westward toward the

Seattle waterfront, spurred on by the drive toward

increasing urban density and opening of the Seattle

waterfront along Elliott Bay.

There is a sculpture of Chief Seattle not far from

the Space Needle, itself a forward looking icon. It honors

the cooperative spirit and vision of our forebears and

points outward, beyond our place of origins—a summons

to adapt in changing times.

We have been discussing the state of real estate

post 2008, highlighting good ways of practicing, outlining

some of the component parts of the craft, shining a light

on a few people and a few companies who, like Chief

Seattle, hold their own arms outstretched and imagine a

future full of possibilities—mindful of the fact that "man

did not weave the web of life, he is merely a strand in it."

Chief SeatChief Seattltle (e (SoSoururccee))
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